Specifcation

Easy operations

With the latest sensor, enjoy playing using body movements and voice!!

- Easy to select and setup programs with understandable icons
- Easy game selection with numerical keypad or gamepad

More than 40 programs

「Play・Learn・Enjoy」Fun communication

- Exercise
  Fireworks • Tozan • Window cleaning
- Brain training
  Fish kanji • City Guess • Era quiz
- Voice
  KaneKane catch • Fukuwarai
- Measurement
  Smile count • Judgement count
- Print
  Sudoku • Fill in the blank
- Shooting
  Souvenir shoots • Photomontage
- Tools
  Bingo lottery • Poem card game etc...

Additional features

Easy printing of brain training quiz and souvenir photos

- Royalty free brain training sheets
- Random, auto generation, infinite pattern

Contact

Lucky Soft Corporation
11-1 Hiratsuka Bldg., Takara-cho, Hiratsuka-shi, Kanagawa, 254-0034, Japan
+81 (0) 463-23-7830
+81 (0) 463-23-7833
http://www.luckysoft.jp/

http://www.tano.in/
E-mail: info@tano.in

Body movement suitable for Rehabilitation

A variety of Programs

Watching system for elderly person

Rehabilitation & Training tools

TANO
**More than 40 varieties of programs**

TANO programs are divided into 4 types: Brain training, Exercise, Voice and Tools. Participants can enjoy any type of program with easy operation for their purpose. Working together, participants can enjoy moving their bodies, voicing and communicating with a smile.

- **Brain training**
  - There are many types of quizzes which actively use a wide range of brain.

- **Exercise**
  - One person or multiplayer can exercise and train naturally, and can move various parts of their bodies, arms, shoulders, legs and etc.

- **Voice**
  - Voicing can move objects and operate them, bodies, arms, shoulders, legs and etc.

- **Tools**
  - The programs can be helpful for events and daily measurements or records.

---

**TANO**

TANO is a software in which users can intuitively enjoy reacting to body movements and voice by only standing in front of a sensor, and without using a hand-held controller. More than 40 kinds of programs can be used for rehabilitation, as a training tool and elderly person watching system and also a recreation tool. The appeal of this program is moving bodies naturally and happily without difficulty. It is suitable for any ages, so everyone can use it easily.

---

**Participant controls their own body. Everyone can enjoy it easily.**

**System to meet site demands**

Reducing preparation and clean up time helps the staff. Staff can choose programs based on the number of participants, members and time constraints, and can change programs easily.

- Can use with small staff.
- Can enjoy different recreation daily.
- Can exercise happily and naturally.
- Can replay automatically in the waiting room.

---

**Digital signage**

Visitors can enjoy automatic replay with brain quizzes while waiting. In addition, you can watch a slideshow of photographs in your home or with digital signage.

---

**Many sales performance**

TANO has been sold and used in a variety of welfare events and exhibitions. In addition, it has received good reviews in other countries and has also been featured in many forms of media.

- Local municipalities
- Care and prevention classes
- Facilities for the elderly
- Disabled children facilities
- Medical institutions
- Computer classes
- Many events organizers all over the country

---

**Body movement suitable for Rehabilitation**

TANO programs, in order to improve rehabilitation results, can be used in conjunction with expert supervision physiotherapy. Furthermore, the effect of the rehabilitation is measured and investigated at the care service facilities.

- Rehabilitation homes
- Nursing care homes
- Rehabilitation exercising homes
- Preventive care classes

---

**Watching system for elderly person**

(Adding option)

Monitoring system catches a slight movement by INFRARED SENSOR. rings a chime and sends a message and pictures to registered e-mail address. To surely capture a change at day and night, monitoring system is used at various places and occasions such as an entrance of hospital, watching a sickroom and wandering prevention.

- To notify a mail by voice or a warning sound
- The date and time and an image are informed
- To set a detection area freely